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Introduction
In [1],for directed graphs, it was shown that the system of simple graph
grammars is complete. In this paper, a system of grammars for plane graphs1,
called plane graph grammars, is introduced, and it is shown that this system is
complete, i.e.the following theorem holds:
Theorem. For each alphabet T, the class of all sets of labelled plane graphs
over T defined by plane graph grammars identical with the class of all recursively
enumerable sets2 of labelled plane graphs over T.
A production of our system is an ordered pair (Ki,Kz), where each Ki (i=l,2)
is a partiallylabelled plane graph in a shape of a wheel such that its hub is a
labelled plane graph, its spokes are unlabelled edges and its rim is an unlabelled
cycle, and KL and K2 have the same rim. An illustrationof a production is shown
in Figure 0.1.
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Fig. 0.1. Production (Kv K2). Hx and H2 are the hubs of K1 and K2 respectively.
For each Ki (i―1,2), dotted circle represents the rim, dotted straight lines
represent spokes, and small double circle denotes the origin of the rim.
Received September 6, 1978. Revised February 6, 1979
1 Intuitively speaking, a plane graph is a graph on a plane in which no two edges intersect.
We are concerned with plane graphs in which loops and multiple edges are permitted.
2 A set.of plane graphs is recursively enumerable if, by a Gb'del numbering, the set of
Godel numbers of Diane graphs in it is recursively enumerable.
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The notion of directderivation of our system is defined in the following manner:
Let (Ki, Kz) be a production as shown In Figure 0.1,Hi the hub of Ki, and G% a
labelled plane graph in which Hi occurs as shown in Figure 0.2 for £=1,2. G2 is
said to be directlyderived from Gx according to (Ku Kz) if there exists a partially
labelled plane graph S, as shown in Figure 0.2,with the same unlabelled cycle as
the rim of Kx such that Gi (£=1,2) results from firstembedding Ki into the inside
of the cycle of S so that the rim of Ki may fiton the cycle of S, then contracting
all spokes of Ki to their labelled ends and erasing the rest of the rim.
■Gi S G2
Fig. 0.2. G2 is directly derived from Gx according to (/if,,K2) in Figure 0.1
The unlabelled cycle of
>S
is the same as the rim of Kx.
The outline of the proof of Theorem is this: Let R be a recursively enumerable
set of labelledplane graphs over an alphabet T. We give an effective coding from
the labelled plane graphs over T into the finitestrings over some alphabet. Then
the set Ro of all the strings which correspond to elements in R is recursively
enumerable. For each finite string AiA2---An of symbols, a plane graph, called a
plane-graph-expression of the string, of the form
is given. Then, by the same way as [1],it is verified that the set Ri of all the
plane-graph-expressions of strings in Ro is defined by a plane graph grammar Go.
We furthermore give a finiteset P of productions such that for each labelled plane
graph H in R and for the corresponding plane graph Hx to H in Ri, II is derived
from Hi according to the set P of productions, and no other labelled plane graph
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over T may be derived from H＼ according to P. It is then verified that the plane
graph grammar which results from connecting Go with P defines the set R.
In [2] and [3], they were concerned with the study of grammars for plane
simple graphs3 and introduced the notion of a cut-curve. Our notion of a rim with
spokes may be considered as an extension of their notion of a cut-curve.
In the firstsection of this paper, the formal definitionof plane graphs is given.
In the second section,the definitionof labelled plane graphs and several concepts
concerned with labelled plane graphs are given. In the third section, the formal
definitionof plane graph grammars is given. In the last two sections,the precise
proof of Theorem is given. And in Appendix, it is also shown that the system of
canonical plane graph grammars is complete, where the notion of a canonical plane
graph grammar is an analogue of the notion of a simple graph grammar in [1]:
A plane graph grammar is said to be canonical if for each production (Ki,Kz) of
it, no two sookes in Ki (7=1,2) have an end in common.
1. Plane Graphs
A graph is an ordered triple(V, E, W) consisting of two disjointsets V, E and
a function ＼ from E to the set of unordered pairs of (not necessarily distinct)
elements of V. V, E and W are respectively called the set of vertices,the set of
edges and the incidence function of G. If e is an edge and v is a vertex in W(e),
then the vertex v is called an end of e. An edge with a single end is called a
loop, and an edge with distinct ends a link. The ends of an edge are said to be
incident with the edge, and vice versa. A vertex which is incident with no edge
is called an isolated vertex. If e is an edge, and if u and v are the ends of e,
then the sequence uev is called a step. A walk is a finitesequence of the form
voeiViezv2'--ekVicwhere l<k, et is an edge and the ends of et are v%-x and Vi for each
i (z―1,2, -~,k). The vertices v0 and Vk are called the origin and the terminus of
the walk respectively, and Vx,v2,---,vic-1its internal vertices. A walk in which
vertices occurring at distinct places are distinctis called a path. A walk whose
origin and terminus are the same is said to be closed, A closed walk in which
any internal vertex does not occur twice is called a cycle. A connected graph is
a graph that contains a walk with the origin u and the terminus v for each pair
u, v of distinct vertices.
Intuitively speaking, a plane graph is a diagram on the plane which consists
of finitepoints and finitearcs joining certain pairs of these points such that no
3 A plane graph is a plane simple graph if it has no loops and no two of its edges join
the same pair of vertices.
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two arcs cross one another. We callsuch a diagram an intuitiveplane graph.
An intuitive plane graph partitions the plane into finiteregions. Each region
is called a face of the intuitive plane graph. Note that, for each intuitive plane
graph, there is exactly one unbounded face. We call the unbounded face the ex-
teriorface. For example, the face B＼in Figure 1.1 is the exterior face.
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The boundary of a face consistsof finiteconnected components. For each connected
component which is not a single point, we have a closed walk in the following
manner : For the face F: in Figure 1.1,for example, the closed walk uavbucwdxewcu
may be obtained,if we trace along the connected component not the point y of the
boundary from right to left,as seen from the inside of the face Fx. Such a closed
walk has the following property:
Property P. Steps occurring at distinctplaces in the walk distinct and, for
each pair u, v of distinctverticesin the walk there exists a unique path P with the
origin u and the terminus v such that each step in P occurs in the walk.
For the above example, the unique path from w to v is wcuav.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a graph. A closed walk In G is a boundary walk
in G if it has the Property P.
Definition 1.2. Let G be a graph. A quasiboundary in G is a finite set con-
sisting of isolated vertices and boundary walks in G such that any pair of its
boundary walks has no vertex in common.
Let G be the graph
({u, v, w, x, y＼,{a, b, c, d, e),W) ,
where W(a) ―＼(b)= {u,v}, W(c) = {u,w), W(d) = yr(e)= {w,x}. Each intuitive plane graphs
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in Figure 1.1 represents the graph G. The boundary of the face Fi represents the
quasiboundary {y, uavbucwdxewcu), and also each boundary of the faces F2 and Fz
represents the same quasiboundary. So a quasiboundary does not necessarily cor-
responds to a unique face. But when the exterior face is indicated, a quasiboundary
corresponds to a unique face. Then we have the formal definitionof plane graphs:
Definition 1.3. A plane graph is an ordered triple(G, Bo, B) consisting of a
graph G, a quasiboundary Bo in G and a finiteset B of quasiboundaries in G with
the following properties.
(1) B0 B.
(2) If 5 and B' are distinctelements of B, then there is a finite sequence
Bi,■･･,Bmof elements of B such that Bi is 5, i?m is B' and each 5* (f=2, 3,･･･,w)
has an edge in common with Bi-U
(3) If p is an isolated vertex of G, then there exists one and only one B in
B such that v£B.
(4) If # is a loop of G and u is the end of e, then there exist precisely two
elements of B such that each of them contains a boundary walk in which the step
ueu occurs.
(5) If e is a link of G, and if u and v are the ends of e, then there exists
one and only one element of B containing a boundary walk in which the step uev
occurs.
In the above definition,the quasiboundary Bo denotes the boundary of the
exterior face. It is easily checked that each formal plane graph denotes a unique
intuitive plane graph, and that for each intuitive plane graph there is a formal
plane graph which denotes the intuitive plane graph.
Example 1.1. Let
Bo = {zaz), Bi ―[sctbs], B2 = {ufveu}, B3 = {zaz,w, xgygx, sbtduevfudtcs),
and
B= {Bo,Bu B2, Bz] .
And let G be the graph which is naturally determined by B. Then the ordered
triple (G, Bo, B) is a plane graph and the corresponding digram is as shown in
Figure 1.2.
For a plane graph (G, Bo, B), B is called the set of its boundaries and Bo is
called the exterior boundary of it. When G = (V,E,W) and B―{Bo,Bh---,Bn} we
write the plane graph (G, BQ, B) in displayed form as
(V,E,W,B,,Bu-,Bn).
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Definition 1.4. For a boundary walk VoeiVie2v2---ekVk,each boundary walk of
the form Vi-ieiViei+ien-yeicVkeiVi-'-ei-iVi-i(i=l, 2, ･■-,k) is said to be homologous to
the boundary walk v§eiVlerf)r--ekVk-Two quasiboundaries B and B' in a graph are
said to be homologous if for each element X in B, there exists an element in B'
which is identical or homologuous to X, and vice versa. Two sets B and B' of
quasiboundaries in a graph are said to be homologous if for each element B in B,
there is an element in B' which is homologous to B, and vice versa. Two plane
graphs (G, Bo, B) and (Gf, Bof, B') are said to be homologous if G and G' are identical,
Bo and J50' are homologous, and B and J3' are homologous.
Two graphs (V,E,W) and (V',Ef,W) are said to be isomorphic if there is a
one-to-one function 0 from Vl)E onto F'tli?' such that eeE if and only ＼f<j){e)QE',
and vzW(e) if and only if <j){v)^Wf{^{e));such function 0 is called an isomorphism
between (V,E,＼) and (F', £',3F')- Given an isomorphism <j>between graphs G and
G' we extend it to walks by the following recursive definition: For any walk W
in G, if </>(W) have already been defined, then
We, in addition, extend it to quasiboundaries and sets of quasiboundaries by the
following mannar : For any quasiboundary B in G, XqB if and only if (j)(X)£<f)(B);
for any set B of quasiboundaries in G, BqB if and only if 6(B)ed>(B).
Definition 1.5. Two plane graphs (G, Bo, B) and ((?',Bo',B') are said to be
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism </>between the graphs G and G' such that
4>{B0)is homologous to Bof and $(B) is homologous to B'; such <f>is called an
isomorphism between plane graphs (G, Bo, B) and (G＼Bof,B').
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A plane subgraph of a
vertices off the plane graph
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given plane graph is obtained by erasing edges or
The formal definitionis recursively given as follows :
Definition 1.6. Let P be a plane graph.
(1) A homologous plane graph to P is a plane subgraph of P.
(2) If (V, E, ＼,Bo, Bu ･･･,Bn) is a plane subgraph of P, v is an isolatedvertex
of it and vqBi {0<i<n), then a homologous plane graph to the plane graph
(V-{v}t E, W, B0} Bu ..-,Bt.ltBi-iv}, Bi+1,-, Bn)
is a plane subgraph of P.
(3) If (V,E,W,B0,Bi, ■'■,Bn)is a plane subgraph of P, e is a link with ends
u,v, and W is a boundary walk in Bi (0<i<n) which is homologous to the walk
of the form ueVieV2, then a homologous plane graph to the plane graph
(V, E~{e), ＼-{(e,{u, v＼))＼Bo, Bu -, Bt-lt(B,-{ W))U {Vu F2},Bi+U -, Bn)
is a plane subgraph of P.
(4) If (V, E, V, Bo, Bu ･･･,Bn) is a plane subgraph of P, e is an edge with (not
necessarilydistinct)ends u,v, Wi is a boundary walk in Bi (0<i<n) which is homo-
logous to the walk of the form Xiev, and W% is a boundary walk in Bj (i<j<n)
which is homologous to the walk of the form veuX2, then a homologous plane graph
to the plane graph
(F, E-{e], ＼-{(e,{u, v})＼,B0) Bu -, B^u {BiUBj~{W,, W2})U {XtXJ,
Bui, ■･-,Bj-i, BJ+1,･･',Bn)
is a plane subgraph of P.
(5) The only plane subgraphs of P are those given by (l)-(4).
Consider the plane graph P as shown in Figure 1.3. Contract the link / to one
point. Then the plane graph P' is obtained.
Q
4, 4
P P'
Fig. 1.3. Contraction of link /.
4 A function is a subset of the direct oroduct of the domain and the ranee.
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The notion of contraction of links is defined as follows:
Definition 1.7- Let P be a plane graph (V, E,W,BO,BU ･･･,#≪), and / a link
with ends u, v. Let ＼' be the incidence function of the graph {V―{v),E―{l},W)
such that for each edge e in E―{1), ＼'{e) is the set obtained by replacing v in
＼{e) by u if ＼{e) contains v, ＼(e) otherwise. For each boundary Bi of P and for
each element Xin Bi, let X' be the sequence which result from first replacing all
of the occurrences of v in X by u, then removing all of the occurrences of the
sequence id, and set Bif = {X'＼XeBi). Then (V-{v}, E-{1}, ＼',Bo', BS, ･･･,Bn') is the
reduct of P by contracting / to u. P' is the reduct of P by contracting llti2,
■■-,lm
to ult u2,･･■,um if there exists a sequence P0,Pi,P2,---Pm such that Po is P, Pm is
P' and Pi is the reduct of Pj_i by contracting k to % for i = l,2, ･･-,≫/.
Proposition 1.1. For #<zcA />/≪≪egraph, each reduct of it is a plane graph.
2. Labelled Plane Graphs
Definition 2.1. A partiallylabelled plane graph is an ordered pair (P, X) con-
sisting of a plane graph P and a function X whose domain is a set of vertices and
edges of P. A labelled plane graph is a partiallylabelled plane graph (P, X) such
that the domain of X is the set of all vertices and all edges of P.
Let (P, X) be a partiallylabelled plane graph. If the range of X is a subset of
an alphabet T, then (P, X) is said to be over T. An edge or a vertex of (P, X) is
said to be labelledif it is contained in the domain of X, unlabelled otherwise. The
value X(x)is called the label of x for each element x of the domain of X. If {P, X)
is over T and / is a one-to-one function from T, then the partially labelled plane
graph (P,f°X)is relabelledfrom (P, X) according to/. If P' is the plane subgraph
of P such that the set of verices and edges of P' is the domain of X, then the
labelled plane graph (P1,X) is called the labelled part of (P, X).
Definition 2.2. Two labelled plane graphs (P, X) and (Pf,X') are said to be
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism <j>between the plane graphs P and P' such
that X is the composition of 6 and X1',i.e.X-=X'°<b.
Definition 2.3. A partially labelled plane graph is a rimmed kernel if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The exterior boundary has a single element called the rim, and the rim
is a cycle.
(2) The origin of the rim is incident with no edge which does not occur in
thp rim
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(3) For each internal vertex v of the rim, there exists one and only one edge
called a spoke which is incident with v and does not occur in the rim. Each spoke
is also incident with a vertex not of the rim.
(4) The unlabelled vertices are the vertices of the rim.
(5) The unlabelled edges are the edges of the rim and the spokes.
A partiallylabelled plane graph is a canonical rimmed kernel if, in addition,
the following condition is satisfied:
(6 ) Distinct spokes have distinctends.
The labelled part of a rimmed kernel is called the hub of the rimmed kernel.
Examples of rimmed kernels are shown in Figure 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1. Examples of rimmed kernels, if is a canonical rimmed kernel. K'
is not canonical. Here, dotted circles represent rims, dotted straight lines
represent spokes, and small double circles represent the origins of rims.
Definition 2.4. A partiallylabelled plane graph is a shell if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) There exists one and only one boundary which is not exterior and con-
s
Fig. 2.2. An example of a shell. Dotted circle denotes the rim. Small double
circle denotes the origin of the rim.
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sists of a single cycle called the rim whose vertices and edges are unlabelled.
(2) The origin of the rim is incident with no edge which does not occur in
the rim.
(3) The vertices and the edges which do not occur in the rim are labelled.
An example of a shell is shown in Figure 2.2.
definition 2.5. Let K and S be a rimmed kernel
((VK, EK, ＼K, B0K, BS, ■■.,Bm*)t XK),
and a shell
((Vs, Es, Vs, Bos, Bts,.-.,Bns, B$+1), ks),
respectively, such that
VKn Vs = {vu v2,･-, vk), EK(}Es = {eu et,-, ek),
VkeiViezvr'-Vk-iekVk is the rim of K, vkekvk-.v--v?,e%v1eiVkis the rim of S, and the rim
of S is the element of Z?£+1. Let P be the reduct of the plane graph
(VK U Vs, EKU Es, WKU ＼s,Bas, B,s, ■■-,Bns, Bf-, BmK)
by contracting all the spokes of K to their labelled ends. If a labelled plane graph
H is isomorphic to the labelled part of (P, lK U Is), then the ordered pair (K, S)
is called a partition of //.
Example 2.1. Let K and K! be the rimmed kernels as shown in Figure 2.1,
and S the shell as shown in Figure 2.2. Then (K, S) and {Kr, S) respectively are
the partitions of the labelled plane graphs H and //' which are shown in Figure
2.3.
H
Fig. 2.3
H'
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3. Plane graph grammars
Definition 3.1. A production is an ordered pair of rimmed kernels with the
same rim. For a production (K, K'), K and K' are respectively called the left kernel
and the right kernel of {K, K'). The production (K', K) is called the inverse produc-
tion of (K.K'). A oroduction is said to be canonical if its kernels are canonical.
Example 3.1. Let K and K' be the rimmed kernelsas shown in Figure 3.1
Then (K.K') is a orodnction.and not canonical.
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Fig. 3.1. An example of a production.
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Definition 3.2. A labelled plane graph W is directlyderived from a labelled
plane graph H according to a production (K, K1) if there exists a shell S such that
(K, S) and (K', S) are partitions of // and II' respectively. A labelled plane graph
G is derived from a labelled plane graph H according to a set P of productions if
there exists a finitesequence H0,Hiy---,Hn of labelled plane graphs such that HQ
is H, Hn is G and Hi+i is directly derived from Hi according to some production
in P for i=0,1, ･■･,n ―1.
For example, H' in Example 2.1 is directly derived from II in Example 2.1
according to the production (K, K') in Example 3.1.
Definition 3.3. A plane graph grammar over an alphabet T is an ordered
triple(T, I,P) in which / is a labelled plane graph and P is a finiteset of produc-
tions. A plane graph grammar (T,I, P) is said to be canonical if P is a finiteset
of canonical productions.
In the following, we identify isomorphic labelled plane graphs.
Definition 3.4. If G is a plane graph grammar (T,I,P), then the set of all
the labelled plane graphs over T that are derived from / according to P is called
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the plane graph language defined by G.
For each string A^―A,,, over an alphabet T, the labelled plane graph
is called the plane-graph-expression with auxiliary labels a, X,r of the string.
Proposition 3.1. Let T he an alphabet and let a,1 and r be labels not in T.
For each recursively enumerable set R of strings over T, there exists a canonical
plane graph grammar G such that the plane graph language defined by G consists
of all the plane-graph-expressions with auxiliarylabels a,X,r of strings in R.
Proof is obtained by the same way as Proposition 2.1 in [11.
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a plane graph language defined by a {canonical)
plane graph grammar, P a finite set of {canonical) productions and I an alphabet.
Then there is a {canonical) plane graph grammar which defines the set of all the
labelled plane graphs over U that are derived from the elements in R according to
P.
Proof. Let T be the alphabet consisting of all the labels occurring in the
elements of R, and T* the alphabet consisting of all the labels occurring in the
productions of P. Let T' be an alphabet disjoint with TUT^Ul1, and / a one-to-
one function from T to 7V. Then there is a (canonical) plane graph grammar
(7V,/,P') which defines the set of all the relabelled plane graphs from elements
in R according to /. We may assume that the labels occurring in the productions
of P' are not in T＼jT*{jZ. Let P" be the set of productions as shown in Figure
3.2. Then the (canonical) plane graph grammar (2,1, Pf ＼JP" ＼JP) defines the set
of all the labelled plane graphs over I that are derived from the elements in R
according to P. This completes the proof.
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Fig. 3.2. The productions in P". A, B and C are labels from T
/(A).
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4. The completeness of the system of plane graph grammars
We are now going to show that the system of plane graph grammars is com-
plete. We begin with the notion of a J-map which is a labelled plane graph in a
shape of a triangtilationof a polygon:
Definition 4.1. A labelled plane graph is a A-map if either it is the empty
graph or each boundary of it consistsof a single cycle and the cycle of each boundary
other than the exterior boundary has exactly three vertices.
Definition 4.1. Let T be an alphabet, and II and A labels not in T. And let
Pr,n,k be the set of productions as shown in Figure 4.1. A A-map D over T＼J{II,A}
is a A-expression with auxiliary labels II, A of a labelled plane graph G over T if
D is derived from G according to Ptq,a.
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Fig. 4.1. The productions in
empty graph.
-^2>-x
＼ w /
＼ /
~-<§h^
' IT ^
＼ /
Pr n a- A and B are labels from T. a denotes the
Example 4.1. In Figure 4,2,D is a J-expression of G
D
G
Fig
D
4.2. An example of a J-expression of a labelled plane graph.
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The following proposition is trivial:
Proposition 4.1. Let T be an alphabet, and II and A labels not in T. If R
is a recursively enumerable set of labelledplane graphs over T, then the set of all
J-expressions with auxiliary labels II,A of elements in R is recursively enumerable.
In order to prove Theorem, we need to use the following lemma, whose proof
is given in the next section.
Lemma. If R is a recursively enumerable set of d-maps over an alphabet,then
there exists a plane graph grammar which defines R.
Now, we prove Theorem:
Proof of Theorem. It is clear that a plane graph language defined by a
plane graph grammar is recursively enumerable. Let R be a recursively enumerable
set of labelled plane graphs over T, and let II and A be labels not in T. Then,
by Proposition 4.1, the set R' of all J-expressions with auxiliary labels II, A of
elements in R is recursively enumerable. Therefore, by Lemma, there exists a
plane graph grammar which defines R'. Let P be the set of allinverse productions
of elements in the set Pr.n.x of productions. Then, R is the set of all the labelled
plane graphs over T that are derived from the elements in R' according to P.
Therefore, by virtue of Proposition 3.2,R is denned by a plane graph grammar.
This completes the proof.
5. Proof of Lemma
We assume that each edge is a positive integer. Let 1' and 1＼ be disjoint
alphabets, | and * labels not in 2 U 2＼ and fx one-to-one correspondence from I to
1＼,and let those 2,SU ＼,*,and /i be fixed for the following discussion. For each
element A in 2',let A1 denote /i(A).
Definition 5.1. Let D be a J-map over 2'. For each edge i of D, let i be i
if i does not occur in the exterior boundary, 0 otherwise. If v^iuVniizVizii-jVu,
Vzdz＼Vziiz2Vz2.h9Vzz,-'',Vn?iin＼VnlinzVn7.inz.vMis a sequence without repetition of all the
cycles in the boundaries other than the exterior boundary of D, and if the label
of Vfk is A,-fcand the label of ijk is BJk for j = l,2, ■･-,n;fe= l,2,3, then the string
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is called a string-expressionof D. If D is the empty graph, then its string-expression
is the empty string. A labelled plane graph // is called a linear-plane-graph-
expression with auxiliary labels a,X,zoiD if there exists a string-expression of
D whose plane-graph-expression with auxiliary labels a, X,z is H.
The following proposition is obtained by Definition 5.1 and Proposition 3.1:
Proposition 5.1. // R is a recursively enumerable set of A-maps over 2, then
the set of all the string-expression of A-maps in R is recursively enumerable, so that
the set of all the linear-plane-graph-expressions with auxiliary labels a, X,v of A-maps
in R is defined by a canonical plane graph grammar.
In order to prove Lemma, we provide the following sublemma:
Sublemma. Let a, /Iand r be labels not in I1. Then there exists a finite set
P of productions such that for each A-map D over 1 and for each linear-plane-graph-
expression II with auxiliary labels a,A,r of D, D is the unique labelled plane graph
over 2' derived from II according to P.
Proof. Let 2T2 and 2'3 be alphabets such that 2',2'i,2'2,2'8 and {|,*, a,/i,r} are
mutually disjoint, and let /2 and /3 be one-to-one correspondences from 2' to 2'2and
2'3 respectively. For each element A in 2', let A* denote /i(A) for i ―2,3. Let
Pi, P2 and P3 be the sets of productions as follows:
Stipulation: A, B, C, D, E, FeX Xe2'll2'2. Ye2'U{|}. i = 2,3.
The lines without label denote edges with label L
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Set P―PiUP2U/V Let D be a zf-map over I, and //a linear-plane-graph-expression
of D. Now we show that D is derived from H according to P. Let // be of the
form as shown in Figure 5.1. (In our figures,we omit the label X) First it is
easily checked that the labelled plane graph Hi as shown in Figure 5.2 is derived
from // according to Pi.
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Fiff. 5.2. Labelled plane yraph //, derived from II according to P
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If 212is i-n, then An is A2i, BI2 is B2U Ai2 is A23 and f12= fal^0, and so the labelled
plane graph Hi1 as shown in Figure 5.3 is derived from Hi according to P2. If ii3
is f3i, then the labelled plane graph H＼ as shown in Figure 5.4 is derived from
Hi1 according to P2. If ha is hz, then the labelled plane graph //i3 as shown in
*32 *'k2
Fie. 5.3. When i,.,is /,, 7/,1is derived from H, according to I＼.
in
/■a 232 242 Ini
Hi
Fig. 5.4. When in is %, //j2is derived from H^ according to P2.
Figure 5.5 is derived from Hi2 according to P2. In this way we get the labelled
plane graph H2 over IU ±＼U M which is derived from //i according to P2. For
example, see Figure 5.6. Clearly the J-map D is derived from H% according to P3.
Therefore I) is derived from H according to P. It is trivialthat no other labelled
plane graph over 21 than D is derived from II according to P. This completes the
nroof.
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2 42
HI
i'vi
Fig. 5.5. When i23is iS2,Hxs is derived from H^ according to P2.
H2
Fig. 5.6. When n=5, i12 is i21,f13 is i3U z23 is /32,zn is iu, i33 is j51,i42 is **5siand
?*22=*43=252= 0, i72 is derived from iifj according to P2-
We are now ready to prove Lemma:
Proof of Lemma. Let R be a recursively enumerable set of J-maps over I,
and a, X and r labels not in E. Then, by Proposition 5.1,the set of all the linear-
plane-graph-expressions with auxiliary labels a,X,t of J-maps in R is defined by a
plane graph grammar. Therefore, by Sublemma and Proposition 3.2, there exists
a plane graph grammar which defines R. This completes the proof.
... *
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is called a string-expressionof C. The empty string is the string-expression of the
empty graph. A labelled plane graph H is called a linear-plane-graph-expression
with auxiliary labels a,l,x of C if there exists a string-expression of C whose
plane-graph-expression with auxiliary labels a,X,r is H.
In order to prove that the system of canonical plane graph grammars is com-
plete,it is sufficientto show that the following lemma (cf. Sublemma in §5):
Proof. Let 17, 22, 23 and 2A be alphabets such that 17,2,2＼, 22, 23,2*4 and
{|,*} are mutually disjoint, and let a, X,r, %, fcj,|°,I1 and |2 be labels not in 77＼jS＼J
I'lU^Ul'sU^Uil, *}. Let/i be a one-to-one correspondence from 2 to 21* for i=
2,3,4, and g a one-to-one correspondence from Ix(2[j2t＼J{＼, *,r, t)}) to /7. For
each element A in 2, let A* denote /i(A) for i―2,3,A, and for each element (A, W)
in Zx(Z＼jZi{J{＼,o,r,$}), let Aw denote g(A,W). Let Pi (*= 1,2,―,9) be the set
of simple productions as follows:
Lemma A. Let a, X and r be labels not in I. There exists a finite set P of
canonical productions such that for each connected labelled plane graph C over S
and for each linear-plane-graph-expression H with auxiliary labels a, A,z of C,C is
the unique labelled plane graph over S derived from H according to P.
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Appendix. The completeness of the system of canonical plane graph grammars
We show that the system of canonical plane graph grammars is also complete.
We assume that each edge is a positiveinteger. We let I',Su |,* and /i be
the same as in §5, and A1 also denote /i(A) for each element A in I.
Now we modify the notion of a string-expression in Definition 5.1 as follows:
Definition A. Let C be a non empty connected labelled plane graph over 2＼ If
Vak^oiVoilozU^'"V^ko-l'lokoVoka, VuClliiVnti2'Vi2'0'Vik1-itik1Vik1,'", VnknlniVnlln2Vn2'"Vnkn-ilnknVnkn
is a sequence without repetition of all the boundary walks in the boundaries of C,
where the first boudary walk vOkoioiVoiio2Vo2---Voko-iiokovOko is the element in the ex-
terior boundary of C, and if the label of vJk is Ajk and the label of iJk is Bjk for
j = l,2,---,n;k = l,2,---,kj, then the string
M ･･･|Bo*oAJfco_i"-AO2| I･･■B02A01| |･･･|BoiAofco
loko
A^BnN-IAhBi
Al TQft-nknDn
Zll
1
Inl
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Stipulation: A.B.Cel1. X, Ye^u^uil}. ZeZ＼j[X). S,Te2＼U{|}.
UeJuIV VeJulMJll.r}. £=0,1.
The lines without label denote edges with label I.
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The set P3 of canonical productions
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The set P* of canonical productions
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The set P5 of canonical productions
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The set Pi of canonical productions
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Set P=Pi U Pa U Pa U P, U P5 U P6 U P7 U P8 U P9. Then P satisfiesthe condition of this
Lemma. We illustrate the proof for it with an example. Let I = {A1, A2, A8, A4,
Bi,B2, Bs, Bi,B5, B6} and let C be the connected labelled plane graph over I as
B4
B5
Fig. A.1
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Fig. A.2
shown in Figure A.I, where the edge i has the label B* (£= 1,2,･･･,6). And let H
be the linear-plane-graph-expression of C as shown in Figure A.2. Let Hi be the
labelled plane graph as shown in Figure A.i (i=Z, 4,･･･,9). Then
1,2 3,5,6,7 4 2,5,6,7 3,4 2,5,6,7 8 9h y Hz ― ? Ha y Hs ― y He y Hi y h≫ y Ha y c,
where =^> means that the right-hand side is dirived from the left-hand side accord-
ing to Pill---UP/. It is trivialthat C is the unique labelled plane graph over I
derived from H according to P.
H,
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Fig. A.3. H3 is derived from H according to P, U Po
H＼
Hi
Fig. A.4-1. HJ is derived from H3l according to P5
Fig. A.4-2. ff42is derived from H^ according to PG.
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Fig. A.4-3. H/ is derived from H^ according to l＼
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Fig. A.4. HAA is derived from H/ according to P3, so //, is derived from H3
according to P3UP5UP≪UP-,.
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Fig. A.5. Ih. is derived from /74according to P,
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Fig-. A.6-1. //fi1is derived from ILJ according to l＼.
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Fig. A.6. //62is derived from HGl according to Ph{jP6[jP-r so H6 is derived from
Hr, according to P2UP5UP6UA-
JL
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Fig. A.7. l-L is derived from //,,according to l＼ I) I＼
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B5
Fig. A.8. Ho is derived from H7 according to P2 U A U A U A-
IL
B4
B5
Fig. A,9. Ha is derived from //s according to /Js
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